Perler Bead Raccoon Craft

An at home, fun raccoon themed, craft activity for Ages 7-12 (can be modified for younger or older children). Provided by Gumbo Limbo education staff.

*Parental Supervision may be needed*

1. Gather your materials: You will need a tub of perler beads (you can get them at Michaels or any craft store!), a perler bead peg board, the raccoon face template, parchment paper, and an iron.

2. Use the raccoon face template and match the colors to perler beads.

3. Once you have formed your own raccoon face out of perler beads, place the parchment paper on top and iron the beads to fuse them together.

4. Once your beads are fused, let your craft project cool down.

5. You now have an awesome and cool raccoon face craft!

Resource: To look up more examples or a “how to”; Google “Perler bead ideas”
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